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March 2024

“In the debate of Cybertruck vs. Rivian, I choose Alpha.”
- autoprophet 

“Instant love.”
- xordanblake

“Best looking truck I’ve seen in many many years.”
- demetre_janness

“Looks like the last truck I ever need.”
- D.R.

“Looks amazing.”
- e.oseto

“Okay yeah that’s just cool in a really efforless way.”
- skarwinn

“How do I get one of these puppies?”
- sillyasiitsounds

“Miles better than Tesla and Rivian.”
- Numberfive

“The white walls and body style give a really cool look.”
- shalashashkahdoodle

“I mean seriously you need to send a truck to DR!”
- life_of_daphne_the_dog

“Beautiful.”
- johntickle

“Can I get one in Toronto?”
- sambrown.official

“Gimme.”
- tyrussma

“With the white walls!!! I love it!”
- V.V.

“Send to Australia please!”
- bevpix
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“That’s all people really want from an E-truck.”
- navaja_joe

“THIS is what we wanted, Tesla.”
- techy.guy.vancouver

“Damn I need this.”
- amproautomotive

“Can’t wait to put one of them bad boys in my driveway!”
- T.T.

“You just caught my attention.”
- ctrlshiftdrive

“This is the one. This is what I’ve been asking for.”
- cioviathemagnificent

“Looks amazing.”
- e.oseto

“I’m in!”
- freedivingprints

“OMG I am in Love.”
- life_of_daphne_the_dog

“Yes!!”
- insta.jamey

“Classic looking ute.”
- T.M.B.

“This proves that EV cars don’t have to look like an alien creature.”
- J.V.T.

“Now this is what I want.”
- bentleyplanes

“This is dope.”
- beastg1331

“Perfect replacement for my 2006 Ranger.”
- CalebICT
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“This is gonna change the game.”
- mattbrown_69

“Trucks looking how they are suppose to with this one.”
- cambeasts1

“There we go. You’ll have a winner.”
- tesla_jc 

“You’ve got my attention now.”
- loganlbc123

“Love the look...”
- J.N.

“Dude... this is sick!”
- krawlzonerc

“Exactly what I’ve been waiting for!”
- chandlermccoy

“Brilliant!”
- parkedunderevereset

“Just feels nostalgic.”
- Larenztroops

“It’s beautiful!”
- DonSanders

“Love it!”
- A.R.

“Looking good!!”
- pizzaplanettruck

“I am so excited for Alpha to release their WOLF line of trucks.”
- autoprophet

“Waiting for the release!”
- michaelxxanthony

“This version reminds me of my Grandpa’s old Chevy Luv he used to own.”
- thatsjustdan_d


